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Activities « A la Carte » in Alabama
Options in Birmingham :
Private Civil Rights Walking Tour :
Birmingham’s role in the Civil Rights Movement came to the forefront when in 1963, the
16th Street Baptist Church was bombed by the KKK (Ku Klux Klan) killing four young
girls and injuring many more. This story and many more, including a visit to the
Birmingham Civil Rights Institute (excluding Sunday-Wednesday), is included on your
walking tour. After your tour, you will better understand the struggles of the Civil
Rights Movement in the 1950s and 1960s as well as present day struggles that
unfortunately still endure.

Barber Vintage Motorsports Museum
Whether or not you are a motorcycle or car enthusiast, the sheer size and collection of
motorcycles and cars in this museum will impress you! Since George Barber’s inception
to create a state-of-the-art museum in 1999 until now, the museum has over 1,600
motorcycles in its collection from 200 different manufactures from 20 countries. In
addition to the museums motorcycle collection, it has the world’s most extensive Lotus
collection, not to mention the numerous rare racecars. In addition to the museum, on
almost any given day, you can view racecars practicing in the racetrack behind the
museum from their viewing platform. Truly a one-of-a-kind experience you can only
find in Birmingham!

Birmingham Civil Rights Institute
Immerse yourself in the Civil Rights Movement and Birmingham’s role in the struggle for
justice in the 1950s and 1960s when the city was known has “Bombingham” with the
numerous bombs that were targeted at the homes of Black residents. The institute
(museum) in itself is a history of the struggle to recount the Civil Rights struggle with
numerous obstacles the institute had to overcome to even exist!

16th Street Baptist Church Tour
It is said that the bombing of this church in 1963 that killed four small children was the
catalyst that brought the Civil Rights Movement to the forefront not only in the USA but
worldwide. Demand for change was echoed throughout the USA and this senseless
murder. On your tour learn of the days leading up to this historic event and the years
afterwards that changed not only Birmingham but a country.
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Activities « A la Carte » in Alabama (cont. and end)
Important Notes :

Reservations are strongly suggested a minimum of 30 days prior to guarantee availability!

Transportation is not included to any activity (tour, restaurant, etc.) unless otherwise noted. All tours and/or restaurants will operate rain or shine and
are based on availability and must be made directly with Rey Royal®. Times can be modified, and unforeseen cancellations may occur that are
unfortunately beyond the control of Rey Royal®!
The client must arrive 10-15 minutes in advance. All tours begin on-time and the guide will NOT wait after start times indicated. Reservation at
restaurants will be cancelled WITHOUT refund if the client arrives after their scheduled reservation. There are NO refunds for any activity, regardless of
reason, where the clients do not show up or where they arrive late!
Reproduction of this document, partially or in total, is strictly forbidden without the permission of Rey Royal®
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Reservations : #1-504-269-1818
Tel. (24 Hours) : #1-504-329-9397
Fax. : 1-504-269-1997
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E-mail : info@reyroyal.com

